TRANSFAC is a database on transcription factors, their genomic binding sites and DNA-binding profiles. In addition to being updated and extended by new features, it has been complemented now by a series of additional database modules. Among them, modules which provide data about signal transduction pathways (TRANSPATH) or about cell types/organs/developmental stages (CYTOMER) are available as well as an updated version of the previously described COM-PEL database. The databases are available on the WWW at http://transfac.gbf.de/
INTRODUCTION
With the amount of available genomic data rapidly increasing, the need for databases and software that help to interprete raw sequence data becomes increasingly urgent. From the interpretation of coding regions, important information on hitherto unknown biological objects can be derived ('structural genomics'; 1). However, the main characteristic of biological systems is their complexity in terms of information content and information flow. To approach the goal of describing biological systems therefore means that we have to describe functional contexts of biological objects, their interactions, dynamics and emergent properties ('functional genomics').
Starting from a genome, one of the most fundamental steps to express the information stored in it is transcription. Starting with a simple compilation of relevant data more than 10 years ago (2), we established the database TRANSFAC on transcription factors, their genomic binding sites and DNA-binding profiles (3) (4) (5) . TRANSFAC has been tightly linked with the databases TRRD and COMPEL (3, (5) (6) (7) to allow for the retrieval of additional data on more complex gene regulatory features.
Here, we present the recent developments of the TRANSFAC system as well as our concepts on how to link data about the basal mechanism (transcriptional regulation) with structured representation of higher order mechanisms.
Users are asked to cite this article when publishing results which have been obtained with the database tools described here.
TRANSFAC

Contents
The TRANSFAC database provides information about genomic binding sites of eukaryotic transcription factors (TFs) and the binding proteins. It is internally maintained as a relational database management system (RDBMS) which, after a general revision of the system, now comprises 94 different tables. TRANSFAC has been made publicly available and distributed in six ASCII flat files (Table 1 ). In the last year, TRANSFAC releases 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 have been fixed in January, May and October, respectively. Due to some major changes in the data structure, the first release in 1999 will be 4.0. Among the six flat files, the SITE table stores data on experimentally proven regulatory sites in eukaryotic genomes (yeast to man; Fig. 1 ). Mostly, these are individual TF binding sites in specified genes of a given eukaryotic organism. The SITE table also comprises a number of consensus sequences using the 15 letter IUPAC code, as well as a huge number of artifical *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +49 531 6181 427; Fax: +49 531 6181 266; Email: ewi@gbf.de binding sequences. The latter may have been synthesized on the basis of idealized consensi, in order to test certain hypotheses, or come from in vitro selection approaches to deduce binding profiles (weight matrices, see below). This part has been significantly increased to nearly 8000 SITE entries to provide the user with sequence sets underlying the matrices stored in the MATRIX table. These attempts also led to a systematic updating of the consensus sequences since we derived one new consensus from any matrix (in total 431 entries). The rules for the use of degenerate codes were similar to those of Cavener (8): (i) one letter codes (A, C, G, T) were used if more than 50% of all sequences in the aligned set were unambigously defined; (ii) double-degenerate codes (S, W, R, Y, K, M) were used if two bases occupy a certain position in at least 75% of all sequences and rule (i) does not apply; (iii) triple-degenerate codes (B, D, H, V) were applied if only one of the bases did not appear at all in the respective position.
The FACTOR table has been systematically updated by data on proteins of the classes fork head/winged helix, POU, runt and zinc fingers of Cys 2 His 2 type. Whereas all known proteins of the first three groups appear to act as transcription factors, the mentioned type of zinc finger proteins also comprises members which do not exhibit this function but rather act as, e.g., RNA-binding proteins. Therefore, a careful selection had to be made for including these factors. As for the SITE table, vertebrate entries clearly predominate in the FACTOR table as well (Fig. 1 ). Transcription factors of plants represent a higher portion in the FACTOR table than plant sites do in the SITE table. This may reflect that a large number of plant TFs have been cloned by homology or have been identified by virtue of a specific genetic effect, but without data about their DNA-binding properties. In contrast, there is a higher proportion of binding sites in viral genes than viral factors, which is easily explained by the fact that viral genomes generally make use of the transcriptional apparatus of the host cell.
As mentioned above, a number of matrices has been newly included, but also old ones had to be revised. For documenting this kind of database maintenance, 'TRANSFAC Reports' have been prepared and made available on the WWW (http://transfac. gbf.de/TRANSFAC/tf_reports/index.html ). It turned out that several matrices had to be revised because of author's errors in counting or due to suboptimal alignments of the underlying sequence sets. Thus, nearly all matrices in the database have been double-checked in the meantime. This kind of quality check is important because the MATRIX table is the main source for the matrix library of the MatInspector routine (see below).
For effective maintenance of the database, we have developed a Java-based input client. Having passed the present testing phase, it will be put on the Web to allow interested researchers to directly enter experimental data. These data will be queued into a TRANSFAC-analogous database system until some quality check has been performed and allows final entrance of the data to TRANSFAC.
User interfaces
Several search and browse options are available via WWW as was described previously (5). The 'Extended search' option now enables the user to search for transcription factor names simultaneously in the 'Name' and in the 'Synonyms' fields. This is particularly important since very frequently the same TF has been discovered independently by several laboratories and until its cloning has not been recognized to be identical. Afterwards, it normally takes some time until a commonly accepted nomenclature arises, if any. The output format of the 'Extended search' option has been expanded and includes now some additional core information (e.g., factor name and its biological species).
For the installation on stand-alone PCs we developed 'tinyTRP' (tiny TRANSFAC Retrieval Program). The program is able to handle the structure of the six TRANSFAC flatfiles including their relations which are implemented as hyperlinks. Similar to the WWW version of TRANSFAC, tinyTRP includes a search engine that allows free text search as well as searches within defined fields. Each search result can be saved for later use or for refining selections with AND, OR and NOT operators. Under development are additional features which will enable the user to use tinyTRP not only for TRANSFAC but likewise for all databases distributed in the EMBL flatfile format.
Transcription factor classification
Since release 3.2, a comprehensive transcription factor classification scheme is provided (Table 2; 5). Here, several rearrangements have been done. Thus, cold-shock domains, TFs with a histone-fold and Grainyhead-factors have been assigned to 'superclass 4' (β-scaffold factors/minor groove contacts; 9). Runt factors have been likewise shifted from the so-called 'superclass 0' which assembled all those exhibiting a not yet otherwise assignable TF to superclass 4. Also, we slightly changed the sub-classification of, e.g., the Runt domain factors. The helixspan-helix motif is now in its own class within superclass 1 ('Basic domains') although it comprises only one family (AP-2). The basic principles of the classification scheme have been published previously (9) , some recent details will be explained elsewhere (Wingender et al., in preparation) .
It should be pointed out that the whole classification scheme has been shifted from a mere list to a fully relational database system. The system has been constructed such that it allows for handling alternative classifications using an elaborate parentchild relations system, as will be described elsewhere (Kel et al., in preparation). 
Cross-referencing with external databases
As was reported previously, TRANSFAC is linked with the Transcription Regulatory Region Database (TRRD) through the GENE table which is common to both databases. The presently available GENE table links TRANSFAC 3.5 with TRRD version 3.5. It also connects both these databases with COMPEL (see below).
We extended the cross-referencing with a total of 11 external data sources ( Table 3 ). The mechanisms used for this are quite different: Mutual cross-referencing with EMBL, SwissProt (10) and EPD (11) is done by TRANSFAC and is actively supported by the providers of these databases. References to PIR and PDB are done on our side. Drosophila entries are referenced by FlyBase, these links are then included by TRANSFAC.
In contrast to these links which appear in the DR line (Database References) throughout the database, we started to include references to other more specialized data sources as well. In particular, FACTOR entries which deal with developmentally important TF have been linked to 'The Kidney Development Database' by Davies and Brandli [http://www.ana.ed.ac.uk/ anatomy/database/kidbase/kidhome.html ; 10 links (12)] and to the 'Gene expression in tooth' page (http://honeybee.helsinki.fi/ toothexp/index.htm ; 16 links). Table 3 . Cross-links of TRANSFAC 3.4 to external databases
External browsing tools
As before, TRANSFAC is still accessible via the Sequence Retrieval System, SRS5.1 (13, 14) at http://transfac.gbf.de/srs5/ . Under the subheading 'TransFac/Transcriptional regulation DBs' accesses to the individual TRANSFAC tables (TFSITE, TFFAC-TOR, TFCELL, TFCLASS, TFMATRIX and TFGENE) are provided. Here, TRRD and COMPEL are also available. 
COMPEL
COMPEL is a database on composite elements (CE; 7). These are combined regulatory genomic sequence elements interacting with two or more distinct transcription factors thereby integrating responses to several signalling pathways with each other or with tissue-or developmental stage-specific transcriptional control mechanisms. The most recent COMPEL version, release 2.1, contains ∼180 CE, nearly all of them being linked to the corresponding TRANSFAC FACTOR entries. COMPEL has recently been implemented as a fully relational database system, but only the ASCII flat files are presently accessible over the WWW.
The relational model comprises six main tables reflecting the biological subjects modelled in this database: Comp_element, Comp_site, Comp_factor, Interaction, Evidence and Experiment. The table interaction serves to link each site of the composite element with one or more factors so that each CE is linked with at least two factors (Fig. 2) . CEs are usually evidenced by a number of experiments for which different factors may have been used. Therefore each evidence entry presents information on the corresponding experiment type (1:n relation) as well as on a particular interaction (n:m relation).
CONNECTED PROGRAMS
On the TRANSFAC WWW server, two programs can be used for scanning newly unravelled DNA sequences for potential TF binding sites. MatInspector (15) uses a selected library, mainly coming from the TRANSFAC MATRIX table. Publicly available on the WWW is version 2.2 under http://transfac.gbf.de/cgi-bin/ matSearch/matsearch.pl . Determination of individually optimized score thresholds for each matrix has been described elsewhere (16) . The selected matrix library accompanying MatInspector and its basic algorithm are also used by FastM. This tool has been developed by T. Werner and colleagues (17) and searches for specific combinations of potential TF binding sites.
The program PatSearch (http://transfac.gbf.de/cgi-bin/ patSearch/patsearch.pl ) uses the sequence information contained in the SITE table of TRANSFAC or, optionally, the sequence elements stored in TRRD (18) . Generally, it yields long output lists and is recommended mainly for a more detailed characterization of short sequences already delimited by experimental indications or pre-annotated by, e.g., analysis with MatInspector. Its particular strength is to propose aberrant binding sites which are similar to elements which have already been experimentally characterized but are highly divergent so that none of the weight matrices available will detect them.
A similar task is fulfilled by the FindPattern routine of the GCG program package. The sequence information contained in the SITE table is also available in a GCG readable format to be used with this tool.
ADDITIONAL DATABASE MODULES
TRANSPATH
The activity of numerous transcription factors is regulated in response to certain signal transduction pathways. In most cases, these pathways involve phosphorylation cascades triggered by an extracellular signalling molecule (hormone, growth factor, cytokine etc.), but they may also include protein processing steps (as seems to be the case for NF-κB) or direct shuttling of an intercellular messenger molecule to the nucleus of the target cell where it binds to a nuclear receptor. We are modelling this type of information in an object-oriented database system (ODBMS; http://transfac.gbf.de/TRANSPATH/ ). Presently, nearly all data concern human cells and have been taken from CSNDB (Cell Signaling Networks Database, NIHS, Tokyo, Japan) (19) . A publicly accessible interface from TRANSPATH to the TRANS-FAC database is presently under development.
CYTOMER
Among other data about transcription factors, the TRANSFAC FACTOR table contains information about TF expression patterns. However, these data are presented in a rather unstructured format as mere text fields and, up to now, not even using a controlled vocabulary. Improving this situation would enable not only the mapping of expression patterns of individual TFs, but will also allow the derivation of expression patterns of their known or suggested target genes. We therefore developed another relational database module (CYTOMER) which lists physiological systems, organs and cell types. It differentiates these objects according to the developmental stage. Presently, this module is restricted to human sources, but can be easily extended to other organisms as well. Cytomer is equipped with an interface to the TRANSFAC database. In addition to the tasks described above, this module can also be used to construct expressions profiles of defined organs and cell types. It will represent a new node for linking TRANSFAC and the other databases.
AVAILABILITY
The TRANSFAC database is and remains publicly available over the WWW (http://transfac.gbf.de/TRANSFAC/ ) for the academic research domain. There are complete mirror sites at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Novosibirsk (http://transfac. bionet.nsc.ru/transfac/ ), at the Peking University (http://www. cbi.pku.edu.cn/TRANSFAC/ ), and at the Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot (http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/transfac/ ).
